TEAM MEMBER’S CONFIDENTIAL EVALUATION

The New England Commission of Higher Education, in efforts to improve the accreditation process, seeks comments from team members about their experience with the evaluation process. Your confidential comments on the visit in which you have participated will be of significant help to the Commission. Please fill out the form below and return it to the President of the Commission, New England Commission of Higher Education, 3 Burlington Woods Drive, Suite 100, Burlington, MA 01803. If necessary, also use the reverse side.

Name of institution visited:

If you attended the All Evaluators’ Workshop, did that workshop help prepare you for your evaluation visit? What suggestions could you make for its improvement?

Were the Commission’s printed materials and communication with the Commission office sufficient, clear and useful?

Was the institution satisfactorily prepared for the evaluation visit? Include any comments on the self-study or the arrangements of the visit:

Did the makeup of the evaluation team provide adequate coverage in terms of breadth, depth, and diversity?

Was the length of the visit appropriate?
How effective was the Chairperson?

a. Communication before the visit

b. Leadership during the visit.

c. Preparation and delivery of the exit interview

Do you have any suggestions for improvement of the process.